
BUSINESS PLANS FOR GROWTH STRATEGIES MARKETING

Most small companies have plans to grow their business and increase sales and profits. Some common growth
strategies include market penetration, market.

Market development This means increasing sales of existing products or services on previously unexplored
markets. What eventually made them break out of that group and charge ahead of their contemporaries? The
method a company uses to expand its business is largely contingent upon its financial situation, the
competition and even government regulation. Plan and allocate resources effectively The business plan plays a
key role in allocating resources throughout a business so that the objectives set in the plan can be met. If the
acquisition turns out to be a very good decision, then you can profit greatly from it. This is markedly different
when the strategy used is Market Development. Small businesses may choose to exercise any of the three
acquisition categories: Upstream acquisition: A small business will seek to have a merger with a bigger
company in the same industry or field, and they will operate or function as one entity. This is their reality:
most of these big businesses started out small in the past. Alternative Channels. Not only will this appeal to
your current customers, it will also catch the attention of the users in the market that were initially unaware of
your product, brand or company. The goal of this acquisition type is the expansion of the business and its
operations. Market Expansion or Development A market expansion growth strategy, often called market
development, entails selling current products in a new market. When small companies employ a product
expansion strategy, also known as product development, they continue selling within the existing market.
Small businesses also see this strategy as a viable one in most of their circumstances. Market Penetration.
Changes must be measurable. Sometimes, you have no choice but to take more risk, says McFarland. You can
encourage more people to buy your product if you are able to improve on its existing features, or find
alternative uses for it. However, if a business is heavily sales driven, it can make more sense to have a monthly
operating plan, supplemented where necessary with weekly targets and reviews. Acquisition is primarily
considered as a big-business growth strategy, since it is the big businesses that have the resources to acquire
other companies. The goal of this type of merger is to consolidate the market forces of the two companies and
secure their employees. Reorient the playing field to suit your strengths, and build upon them to grow your
business. Are they wrong? Now, in order to hit their revenue and acquisition goals, the company needs to get
to 70, Daily Active Users. One reason is that the products and market are already established. For example, in
markets where there is little differentiation among products, a lower price may help a company increase its
share of the market.


